“Hawaii Stay-at-Home Mini-Retreat”
with

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura
✯

Holy Spirit, Holy Fire:
The Divine Mother, Compassion & Your Creative Life
Saturday, July 17 & Sunday, July 18, 2021
Our Special Remote 4-TeleClass

Plus Bonus Zoom Q&A, Talk Story & Social

Plus an extra Bonus Zoom “Dolphin” Meditation, Q&A, Talk Story & Social

The Divine Mother & Your Psychic Self
The Way to Realizing God
Saturday, July 17
9 AM - 11 AM Pacific / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European

Compassion & Your Creativity
How to Create Happiness & Fulfillment in the World
Saturday, July 17
12 PM - 2 PM Pacific / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European

Creating Your New Life with Holy Fire
Rising Out of the Ashes of Your Past & Celebrating Your Next Step
Sunday, July 18
9 AM - 11 AM Pacific / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European

Your Creative Expression & Revelation
What Are You Here to Manifest?
Sunday, July 18
12 PM - 2 PM Pacific / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European
+ PLUS +

A Bonus Zoom Post-TeleSeminar Q&A, Talk-Story & “Ice Cream” Social
with

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura
Sunday, July 18
2:30 PM - 5:00 PM Pacific / 5:30 PM - 8:00 PM Eastern / 11:30 PM - 2:00 AM Central
European
+ PLUS + PLUS +

A Bonus Zoom “Dolphin” Meditation, Q&A, Talk-Story & “Tea”
with

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura
Monday, July 19
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM Pacific / 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM Eastern / 7:00 PM - 10:00 PM Central
European

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,
Aloha kakou! Normally, I would write to you about our upcoming annual mini-retreat
event on the Big Island of Hawaii. Of course, there is no more normal! Hahaha…. We are
living in the time of the Great Awakening. The world is transforming. We must toss onto
the pyre all that is not in sync with the limitless. Yet, the glorious news is the limitless is
also unconditionally loving. Who wouldn’t want to align with that? All You Need Is
Love…. isn’t it? So, I’m inviting you instead to join us—from wherever you may be—for
our extraordinary, remote mini-retreat in July. Although we can’t all be together in Hawaii
this time, we’ll certainly offer this remote mini-retreat in the spirit of aloha and with more

than a bit of ancient Hawaiian wisdom. Because Hawaii, with its ancient history, energy,
and wisdom, plays a big part in this all-encompassing global redesign project.
We might sing, All You Need Is Love, but is it so? Is love all we need?
The question on many people’s minds is whether just loving unconditionally can pay their
bills, put food on their tables, and help them succeed in their lives. We’ve seen too many
kind-hearted, loving people stand by helplessly as they watched their loved ones die, their
businesses go bankrupt, and even their relationships destroyed. Was loving good enough
for them? They had plenty of love, didn’t they? Was love all that they needed?
Well, yes, and no. It depends on what we mean by love and whether we are truly
unconditional in our loving. When we are loving and we don’t impose any conditions on
our loving, love may be all we need not only to survive in this world, but to thrive. But
then why do some of the most loving of people experience enormous loss and pain?
I’ve seen, heard about, and experienced love in action. There is no power greater than
that. When we unconditionally love, the gate to miracles open for us. We enter the stream
of eternal life whenever we are loving. How can we go wrong with that?
In a dark alley, a lone older woman faced a large, young man out of his mind and raging,
pointing a loaded gun at her while screaming that he was going to kill her. She offered no
resistance, just a quiet loving validation, and told him she loved him anyway, even if he
felt he had to kill her. Suddenly, the young man dropped his gun and fell to his knees,
weeping and asking her for her forgiveness. That woman, known only as the Peace
Pilgrim, walked across the country several times, dedicating her life to peace.
The Buddha deliberately went into the forest to face a similar crazed man who was a
known serial killer. In Buddha’s unconditionally loving presence, the psychopath dropped
to the ground and begged to become his disciple. There are many such stories illustrating
the miraculous power of unconditional loving. The impossible turn into fact. Although
such things have happened to men and women, saints and sinners, the common
denominator was always the unconditional loving. It has saved lives, paid bills, healed
relationships. Is love all we need? And what about those who are loving who don’t seem
to fare so well?
Unconditional loving means you keep on loving regardless of the conditions of your life.
So we see the most loving of people sometimes going through challenging situations. Love

always heals. In the process of healing, the healing energy goes deeper into heretofore
hidden areas in the mind. As love heals, love reveals the obscured, neglected, or ignored.
Those who continue to love letting go of past conditions will reach deeper within
themselves for healing. Past pain and sorrow, guilt and blame, and all other unattended
experiences will eventually surface. If there is anything left holding them hostages, the
most loving will find their freedom the soonest. Unconditionally loving doesn’t promise a
lifetime of comfort and luxury. It does guarantee healing and enlightenment—and, along
the way, miracles when you need them to keep on keeping on.
This limitlessness of love is the wellspring of all creative power. You can access it within
yourself in spirit. Spirit is entirely neutral. Yet, in expressing its creative power in this
world, you must birth it just as a mother births her child. The Divine Mother is the
dwelling space for God’s presence. It is through the Divine Mother that we discover and
realize the Christ within us and our limitlessly creative life as spirit in this world. This
Great Transformation requires each of us to know the Divine Mother and to reassess our
relationship to Her. Only then, can we, collectively as humanity, progress and imagine
into being a more harmonious world.
Toward that end, we invite you to join us in this powerful remote mini-retreat experience
with four profound 2-hour teleclasses and two inspiring Bonus Zoom Q&A, Talk-Story, and
Social and a special Dolphin Meditation. We will begin on Saturday with a teleclass to
explore who or what the Divine Mother may be, the relationship between Her and your
psychic self, and what part your relationship with Her plays along your path to realizing
God. Then, we’ll continue on to explore the nature of compassion and your creativity and
how they are integral to your pursuit to create happiness and fulfillment in this world.
On Sunday, you’ll learn in the first teleclass of the day to use the Holy Fire to burn away
any past karmic cycles that are still keeping you on the hook, create your new life, and
help you celebrate your next step. Then, we’ll move on to the final teleclass of the
weekend to explore your creative expression and what part it plays in the process of
revelation for you to discover what you are here in this world to manifest.
To top off this mini-retreat, we invite anyone who takes part in any of the teleclasses
during this weekend to our ever-popular Bonus Zoom Gatherings during which you can
ask questions about what you learned, talk-stories, and enjoy socializing in a spiritcentered community of kindred, loving souls. The first Bonus Session will be on Sunday,
starting shortly after the final teleclass for the weekend. We’ll start off our Monday Bonus

Zoom Q&A, Talk-Story & “Ice Cream” Social with a beautifully healing dolphin
meditation.
We are looking forward to seeing you all in July for this “Hawaii” Stay-at-Home MiniRetreat!
May the Light of Truth Illuminate your path and the Love of God guide you to your
destination.
Me ke aloha a me ka mahalo nui,
Michael

